
The history of the Pereyaslav principality during the Kyivan Rus’ period was fruitfully and thoroughly studied in the past and is being researched now by historians and archaeologists. The nearness of this historic land to the Kyiv gave rise to the attention of the Kyivan dukes, who elevated their sons in the Pereyaslav. And this, on the other hand, did not stimulate the creation of the local princely dynasty. And shortly (at the time of the struggle of the empires of the Golden Horde and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania for the Rus’ lands and heritage) the absence of the local princely dynasty did not contribute to the preservation of a separate political and administrative unit. Since then, the Pereyaslav land had become a part of Kyiv land and, in this regard, is being
studied by scientists. If a lot of archaeological and chronicle sources from the Rus’ times preserved, but in the subsequent period, from the time of Pereyaslav land entry into the Golden Horde Empire (1240), their representativeness decreases sharply. In this regard, more problematic for historians was the “Lithuanian age” in the history of Pereyaslav land because of the minimal preservation of sources, both archaeological and written. Consequently, our research will allow answering several issues that remain unclear in the historiography of Pereyaslav land in the Tatar and Lithuanian times (second half of the 13. century – 1560ies). The main task is to study in what forms lasted life on the territory of Pereyaslav land, because of the absence of the comprehensive study on this topic.

The object of the research. This study deal with the political and social and economic history of Pereyaslav Land in the second half of the 13. century – 1560-ies years.

The subject of the study consists in an attempt to analyze sources and facts concerning the matter, that Pereyaslav Land since the Mongol conquest has continued to exist within the new territorial unit of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania – Kyiv Land.

Therefore, the article aims to study issues concerning the continuation of Pereyaslav Land’s political and social and economic history in the second half of the 13. century – 1560-ies.

To achieve the tasks set out in the work, we turned to the historical methods of analysis and synthesis, the empirical method, comparative analysis, and documentary analysis. The latter one is actively used during working with sources of Lithuanian metrica.
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Дане дослідження присвячено питанням політичної та соціально-економічної історії Переяславської землі у другій половині XIII – 60-х років XVI ст. У рамках цієї проблеми будуть проаналізовані джерела та факти того, що Переяславська земля від часу монгольського завоювання продовжила існувати в межах нової територіально-адміністративної одиниці Великого князівства Литовського – Київської землі.

Відтак метою статті є дослідження комплексу питань тягністі політичної та соціально-економічної історії Переяславської землі у другій половині XIII – 60-х років XVI ст.
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The history of the Pereyaslav principality during the Kyivan Rus’ period was fruitfully and thoroughly studied in the past and is being researched now by historians and archaeologists. The nearness of this historic land to the Kyiv gave rise to the attention of the Kyivan dukes, who elevated their sons in the Pereyaslav. And this, on the other hand, did not stimulate the creation of the local princely dynasty. And shortly (at the time of the struggle of the empires of the Golden Horde and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania for the Rus’ lands and heritage) the absence of the local princely dynasty did not contribute to the preservation of a separate political and administrative unit. Since then, the Pereyaslav land had become a part of Kyiv land and, in this regard, is being studied by scientists. If a lot of archaeological and chronicle sources from the Rus’ times preserved, but in the subsequent period, from the time of Pereyaslav land entry into the Golden Horde Empire (1240), their representativeness decreases sharply. In this regard, more problematic for historians was the "Lithuanian age" in the history of Pereyaslav land because of the minimal preservation of sources, both archaeological and written. Consequently, our research will allow answering several issues that remain unclear in the historiography of Pereyaslav land in the Tatar and Lithuanian times (second half of the 13. century – 1560ies). The main task is to study in what forms lasted life on the territory of Pereyaslav land, because of the absence of the comprehensive study on this topic.

There are many artefacts and chronicle about Rus’ times of Pereyaslav land was preserved, which allowed relatively comfortably to study and write the history of this principality. What cannot be said about the next period, from the
time when Pereyaslav land entered the Golden Horde empire (1240). However, even more, problematic for historians was the period of so-called "Lithuanian times" in the history of Pereyaslav land. This situation is caused not because this period was lacking research attention, but because of the minimal preservation of sources, both archaeological and written.

The poverty of the sources caused the corresponding trends in the historiography of the Pereyaslav land of the Lithuanian times. The chronicles of the after Rus' times dispose of even fragmentary mentions or reports about the political or any other life of Pereyaslav and its districts in the 14. – 15. centuries. Only in the 19. century, the aggregate data (statistically, in the form of notes and reports) created by the amateur of antiquities were gaining popularity. The most valuable in these studies is the actual material or data grouped from the various sources about some areas of Ukraine. So, "Zapiski o Poltavskoy gubernii, sostavlennye v 1846" ("Notes") of N. Arandarenko is getting attention. «Notes» presented as a brief description of the "Pereyaslav district" (Arandarenko, 1852: 359–434) with the traditional for such historical research, topographical data, description of the industry, population and other materials. Describing the Pereyaslav N. Arandarenko mentioned the citadel of the upper town, which transformed into a castle during the Lithuanian period (Arandarenko, 1852: 372). Thus, here is a version of the existence of Lithuanian power in the city.

The "Notes"’ author also presents an interesting fact of the life and economic activity continuation of the one village, ruined by Mongols in 1239. It is about a small town, Zaruby, which was destroyed in 1239. However, part of the inhabitants, fleeing from death, managed to cross on the right bank of the river Dnipro. There, opposite the ruined Zaruby they founded a new settlement Zarubantsi (Arandarenko, 1852: 399). Thus, the life after the destruction of Pereyaslav land had continued and acquired new forms already in the Lithuanian times. N. Arandarenko noted that at the beginning of the 14. century Pereyaslav belonged to the Grand Duke Ioan Kalita, son of Olexander Nevsky. In 1320, the Lithuanian duke Gedimin defeated Pereyaslav duke Oleg, who, in an alliance with the Kyivan duke Stanislav, arrayed against the Lithuanians (Arandarenko, 1852: 400–401). Another important fact for our study is the date of 1514, which N. Arandarenko had mentioned in the context of social composition changing of Pereyaslav: "Съ 1514 года начинается важная эпоха въ гражданскомъ быте Переяслава. До того времени коренными жителями этихъ месь были Славяне; а съ этого года явилось здесь другое плем'я, козаки" (Arandarenko, 1852: 402). Of course, the evidence about Cossack’s presence in Pereyaslav in 1514 needs to be clarified by the sources.

Mykhailo Hrushevsky paid some attention to the forms of government in the Pereyaslav land during Mongolian and post-Mongolian times both in a particular

1 These data became controversial in the circles of professional historians.
work (Hrushev's'kyj, 1891: 460–462) and the multi-volume series "The History of Ukraine-Rus'" (Hrushev's'kyj, 1905: 167–168, 170–172, 167–171). Hrushevsky, in particular, having supported his teacher Vladimir Antonovich, refuted the opinion of his predecessors about the total desolation and depopulation of the Dnieper region in the Mongolian times. In his "Essay of the Kyiv land from the death of Yaroslav to the end of the 14. century", M. Hrushevsky made a careful analysis of the second Lithuanian-Rus' chronicle concerning the conquest of Kyiv land by the Lithuanian duke Gediminas. Having argued with the points of view on this event with V. Antonovich and M. Dashkevich, M. Hrushevsky described the Gediminas campaign on Kyiv as a real, not a fantasy (Hrushevs'kyj, 1891: 473–484). The chronicle report itself stated, that Pereyaslav inhabitants sworn to Gedimin: "И Переславляне слышали, ижъ Киевъ и пригородки Киевские великому князю Гидымину, а господарь ихъ князь Олегъ отъ великого князя Гидымина вбитъ, а они пріехавши, и подалися зъ городом служити великому князю Гидымину, а присягу свою на томъ дали" (quoted by: Hrushevs'kyj, 1891: 474–475). So, while the scientists have different views, we cannot completely reject the chronicle message like a real fact in the history of the Pereyaslav land of the early 14. century.

M. Lubavsky, in his work on the regional structure and local government in the GDL, dedicated a separate section of the book to Kyiv land. In particular, he described the administrative structure of the Kyiv province [voevodstvo] before the First Lithuanian Statute’s adoption. Thus, in the territorial and administrative aspects, the Kyiv province consisted of the governorships [namestnichestvo] (the governors were in Mozyr, Bryagyn, Ovruch, Chernobyl, Zvyahol, Zhytomyr, and Cherkasy) and volosts [volost'] (Olevsk, Vyshgorod, Zavshska, Chudnovska, Osterska, and Putivlska) (Lyubavskiy, 1892: 235–248; Lyubavskiy, 1915: 95–102, 122–132). M. Lubavsky considered the Pereyaslav land as a deserted territory of the Kyiv province and thus defined boundaries of Kyiv province as: "Киевская земля на левой стороне Днепра обнимала все бывшее Переяславское княжество и захватывало южную часть земли Северской, т. е Посмье" (Lyubavskiy, 1892: 247).

M. Vladymyrsky-Budanov examined the Institute of local government in the GDL. In particular, for him, "Ukrainian" elderships [starostvo] in the 16th century was the district of the state power, which gradually pushed off the significance of provinces. Headmen [starosta] concentrated in their hands the administrative and judicial power e corresponding territory. Such important elderships were not numerical. For example, there were six elderships in the Ukrainian lands of the GDL on the southern border (Bila Tserkva, Vinnytsia, Zhytomyr, Kaniv, Cherkassk, and also the Kyiv province, which had a character of eldership) and even three in Volhynia (Volodymyr, Kremenets, and Lutsk) (Vladimirskiy-Budanov, 1911: 52–53).

In the "History of Ukraine-Rus'" (in volume dedicated to the social and economic relations in Ukraine in the 14.–17. centuries) M. Hrushevsky explained the changes and weakening of Kyiv and neighboring cities (we mean the towns.
that provide a single trade complex, for example, Pereyaslav, Vyshgorod, Irpin, etc.) as a result of Tatar conquests and the pogroms. These actions "strongly cut the southern trade". Since then, the indigenous merchants have lost their positions in favour of foreign ones (Hrushevsky, 1995: 4–8).

An exciting event in the scientific world was the publication of the book by P. Klepatsky "Essays on the history of the Kyiv land. Vol. I. The Lithuanian times" in 1912, Odesa. The author himself considered his work as a continuation of the well-known work of M. Hrushevsky (was analyzed above). Leading scientists (N. Yakovenko, L. Voitovich, O. Rusyna, etc.) spoke about its professionalism and high scientific level, while essays' reprinting to the 100th anniversary to its first edition made the work more accessible to a wide range of scholars and historians (Klepatskij, 2007). For our research, the essays’ author position on the problem of the Kyiv land entering into the political system of the GDL and the place of the Pereyaslav region in it his process is essential. Having carried out a detailed study, P. Klepatsky gave a lot of information on various aspects of the history of Kyiv region during the Lithuanian times. Meanwhile, there are very few references to Pereyaslav town and Pereyaslav land in his work. This limitation of mentions, on the one hand, points to the peripheral significance of the Pereyaslav region in the Lithuanian times, and on the other, it proves the poverty of sources on this topic. Despite this, the author, having described the activities of the Kyiv dukes Olelkoviches, gave a valuable fact concerning dukes’ colonial policy, which was also directed to the ruined by Mongols Pereyaslav region. It is a fragment of the document which was published in one of the volumes of "Kievskaya starina" in 1896 (details below) about the lands granting to Olekhno Sokhnovich on the territory of the former Pereyaslav principality (Klepatskij, 2007: 76–77).

The work of A. Yablonovsky concerning the colonization of the Left Bank Ukraine of the 15. – 17. centuries deal with the place of Pereyaslav in the history of Kyiv land. The editors of "Kievskaya starina" published this study in 1896 (Yablonovskiy, 1896: 85–101) from the Yablonovskiy’s article "Zadniprovia" from the "Geographical Dictionary". So, the scientist took the reference point for his essay from 1471, when the status of Kyiv land had changed from the local principality to the Kyiv province. In Yablonovsky's opinion, the northern part of the Kyiv province was occupied by the areas of the former Pereyaslav principality, because as he counted the Mongol invasion turned Pereyaslav region into wild fields similar to the neighboring Polovtsian deserts until the end of the 16. century (Yablonovskiy, 1896: 85–101).

Nevertheless, A. Yablonovsky was the first to give an extract from the document, which was published in one of the volumes of "Kievskaya starina" in 1892, which ruined the myth concerning the total desolation of the Pereyaslav region in the Lithuanian times. It is an extract of the document dated February 1, 1455, in which Kyivan duke Olexander (Olel'ko) Volodymyrovich generously granted lands in the Pereyaslav region to landlord Oleandr Sokhnovich: «...че-
Moreover, O. Yablonovsky added an interesting fact that the indicated lands in 1524 passed on to the gentry Lozki as a marriage portion. Further, he developed a theme about the intensification of colonization and new settlement arising in a steppe border at the end of the 15. and early 16. centuries. Thus, the scientist proved the fact of the colonization process restoration on the north-western border of the ancient Pereyaslav principality, when the Grand Lithuanian duke Olexander Jagiellonian granted his nobleman considerable lands in the upper reaches of the Trubezh and Sopoy rivers in 1503 (Yablonovskiy, 1896: 88, 90). Olexander Yablonovsky concluded his study of the colonization processes in the Kyiv region as follows that «under the Lithuanian dukes the left bank of the Dnipro region ["Zadniprovy"] began to revive and populate by inhabitants, mainly from the upper reaches of the river Dnipro" (Yablonovskiy, 1896: 91). It should be noted, that the author introduces the concept of "Zadniprovy" into the scientific treatment and as a separate slogan this term was published in one of the volumes of the Polish "Słownik Geograficzny".

O. Andriyashev widely raises the colonial subject in the history of Pereyaslav land. The author detailed the geographical boundaries of Pereyaslavl land before the Tatar times and in the 15. century in the broad sense of the territory that went under the Lithuanian rule – Zadniprovyanshchyna (corresponding maps of this study are of great value for modern research). O. Andriyashev having studied colonization processes in the territory of Pereyaslav land during the 10. – 15. centuries regularly address the current political situation, presents various points of view to controversial issues, tries to submit own objective position (Andriyashev, 1931: 1–29). The important thing is that in the so-called centuries of the endless desert (as scholars characterized Pereyaslav land mainly because of the lack of sources), as the author rightly notes, «there are too many names of settlements in Pereyaslav region which we know from the annals preserved to our days. For example, these are Pereyaslav, Pryluka, Pyryatin, Romen, and others. If the entire older population had died, then these names would not have been saved and would have died like the names of those nameless settlements that are so many now in the territory of the former Pereyaslav region» (Andriyashev, 1931:19–20). The author also considered that the political unit, under the name of Pereyaslav principality, disappeared forever, and the former lands of Pereyaslav region received a new name "Zadniprovyanshchyna" (Andriyashev, 1931: 20). Thus, according to O. Andriyashev, Pereyaslav principality in political aspect have been transformed in a territorial and geographical sparsely settled area "Zadniprovyanshchyna", which was under the formal rule of the Lithuanian dukes.
Some changes in the studying of Rus’ lands in the Tatar and Lithuanian times occurred in the 1990-ies and continue until today. Mostly, this is a separate study of narrow issues concerning the history of Kyiv land in the Tatar and Lithuanian days. Thus, the volume "Starozhytnosti Pivdennoyi Rusi" (1993) based on historical and archeological workshop "Chernihiv and its surroundings in the 9. – 14. Centuries" (May of 1990) summarized these studies (Starozhytnosti Pivdennoyi Rusi, 1993). Concerning our topic, articles about Kyiv land and as its constituent part Pereyaslav land at the end of the 13. – 14. centuries are of interest. In particular, there is S. Belyaeva’s study concerning the regional peculiarities of the agriculture development in the Middle Dnieper in the 10. – 14. Centuries (Belyayeva, 1993: 82–86). The author outlined that such factors as natural, social and economic, political, and ethnocultural influenced this development (Belyayeva, 1993: 82). The other scientist L. Ivanchenko drew attention to Poros’ land, which was separated in volost’ of the grand dukes’ domain in the 12. century and started to play a significant role during the periods of political instability in Kyiv (Ivanchenko, 1993: 105–107). The theme of Poros’ volost is essential for our study, first of all, because of the similarity of the territorial and administrative role and its significance with the Pereyaslav land in the 13. – 14. centuries.

In archaeology we find the essential points concerning the continuity of Pereyaslav land history in the Lithuanian times, what the studies of S. Belyaeva reflect. Thus, S. Belyaeva in a joint monograph with A. Kubyshev by the materials of settlements near the village Komarivka (Pereyaslav-Khmelnytskyi district, Kyiv region) gives a vivid description of the economic life continuation of the local population during the Tatar and Lithuanian times – the second half of the 13. – 15. centuries (Belyayeva, Kubyshev, 1995).

G. Kozubovsky gives exciting results concerning the economic development of the Kyiv land of the second half of the 14. century. Based on the research of coins, which the Kyiv duke Volodymyr Olgerdovich minted in the 1390-ies (one of such finds is the Borshchiv treasure, localized in Pereyaslav region), G. Kozubovsky concludes the high economic level of the Kyiv principality and the political status of Volodymyr Olgerdovich too (Kozubovs’kyj, 1993: 131–136). According to the author’s observations, coins from Volodymyr Olgerdovich’s treasure give grounds to talk about the dominant role of the Kyiv coins in the circulation on the considerable part of the Middle Dnipro in the 1390-ies. On the Kyiv region (including Pereyaslav land as its part) and the southern part of the Chernihiv region, the Kyiv dukes’ coins practically displaced the Horde ones (Kozubovs’kyj, 1993: 131–136). Thus, the numismatic materials provide significant evidence of economic life and the development of political and administrative units in the context of the poverty of the written and act sources.

The collection "The Place and the Value of the Poros’ land in the History of Ukraine (in the 9. – 17. centuries)" (Mistse i znachennia Porossia, 2007) raises essential scientific issues about the place and significance of another district of
Kyiv region, i.e., Poros’ land. According to M. Kvitenytsky, there were no clear boundaries and the system of territorial and administrative management in Poros’ land (modern Korsun’ region) in this period too. He also noticed the unique role of Poros’ land in the Kyiv land line of defense, the so-called "Poros’ line of defense" (Kvitnytskyj, 2007).

Petro Kulakovs’kyi examines the history of the Zvynhorod district in the Lithuanian times. This region in the 14. – the first half of the 16. century like the Pereyaslav region suffered from the permanent destructive influences of nomadic hordes. Therefore, both contemporaries and researchers regarded it as a sparsely settled and ruined territory. However, according to P. Kulakovsky’s studies, Zvynhorod during the dukes Olelkoviches’ reign remained as a Kyiv suburb. After the loss by Kyiv principality its separate status, Zvynhorod district became relatively independent from the Kyiv governor. Because since that time the Lithuanian grand duke appointed the governors, but not the Kyiv governor ["voevoda"] himself. Also, the economic decline of Zvynhorod land became an additional factor that promoted weakening the connection with Kyiv (Kulakovs’kyj, 2015).

Having followed V. Antonovych, P. Kulakovs’kyi noted the absence of boyars in general (that is noble stratum) in Zvynhorod and Pereyaslav districts; both districts were devastated by the Tatars so much, that the dukes stopped to send there the governors (Kulakovs’kyj, 2015: 222; Antonovych, 1995).

Olena Rusyna has a significant accomplishment in the studying of Kyiv land history in Tatar times. As the researcher pointed out, was describing Ukraine in the political system of the Golden Horde, "there have also been more large-scale changes of political structure, as evidenced by changes in the macro toponomy of Ukrainian lands" (Rusyna, 2008: 62–63). In her opinion, the unknown from the old Rus’ time concept of «Kyiv land» and "Siversk land" (Rusyna, 2008: 63) was established to replace the term "Kyiv land" in the sense of the political and geographical nomenclature (as the collective name of the Kyiv region, Pereyaslav region, and Chernihiv region). Since that time, Pereyaslav land in a terminological sense associated with the term "Kyiv land". In general, the Kyiv land history in the post-Mongol and Lithuanian times did not acquire the value in the studies of many generations of historians, which should belong to the key region, the nucleus, and centre of state-building processes in Ukraine. The processes of depopulation and "liquidation of the principality" and "the parallel Tatar administration formation and the Tatar population centres resulted in the development of the term "Tatar land", which had been turned out to the stable component of the ethnographic conceptions of the 14. – the 16. centuries" (Rusyna, 2005b: 24). Earlier M. Korinny stated the destruction of the state system, the cessation of the significant number of administrative centres and even principalities, such as Pereyaslav. There, after the Mongol conquest, according to the historian, neither the local Ruthenian dukes nor their governors are mentioned (Korinnyj, 1992).
In her final work, O. Rusyna, relying on the works of V. Antonovich and M. Hrushevsky, rejected the theory of the continuous decline of Rus’ after the Mongol invasion. In her opinion, it "caused a devastating blow to historical life in the Dnipro region, but did not stop its flow" (Rusyna, 1998: 21). Pereyaslav in the Tartar times continued to be a "pin" of Kyiv, and the absence of the Kyiv duke’s dynasty in the second half of the 13. century led to the fact that these lands left without dukes (Rusina, 1998: 30).

O. Rusyna also, on the example of the Putivl volosts of the Lithuanian period, showed a strong economic connection of this left bank region of the Kyiv province (Rusina, 1996; Rusina, 2005b: 114–136). In particular, she mentioned about stable profits flows to Kyiv from fourteen Putivl’ volosts, and therefore the Kyiv nobility always kept these lands in their hands (Rusina, 2005b: 114–115).

According to O. Pritsak’s keen observation, the chronological period from the middle of the 13. century to 1440 remains the darkest in the history of the region (Pritsak, 1988). This point of view also shared Olena Rusina. The scientist, in particular, in "Studies on the History of Kyiv and the Kyiv land» noted that «the progress in the study, what is traditionally called the "Tatar" and "Lithuanian" times in the history of Kyiv region was rather insignificant” (Rusina, 2005b: 6).

An interesting observation concerning the political and administrative system and the management system of Pereyaslav land in the Tatar and Lithuanian times presents Yu. Mykhailuk in his monograph on the Southern part of Kyiv region in the 1360-ies and 1560-ies (Mykhaylyuk, 2011). In particular, the historian denies "a categorical judgment that the lands of the middle reach of the Dnipro left without dukes from the time of the Mongol invasion to the end of the 13. century". The author gives an example of the duke Yurij Porossian’s reign in Poros as a real fact (Mykhaylyuk, 2011: 53–56).

The problem of "leaving without dukes" in the Middle Dnipro (Kyiv region and Pereyaslav region) in the second half of the 13. century as scientists noted, still has no an unambiguous algorithm for its ultimate solution. Moreover, the problem of administrative and territorial and also state subjection of these territories remains controversial. Thus, S.Tomashivsky and Y. Tereshchenko considered that the lands of the Middle Dnipro (Kyiv Region and Pereyaslav region) included into the Golden Horde and have become the Tartar provinces with the khan’s representative ["baskak"] at the head (Tomashivs’kyy, 1919; Tereshchenko, 1996). However, the vast majority of scholars tend to think that "the Ruthenian lands did not enter directly into the ulus of the Juchid, but were in vassal dependence on the khan" (Mykhaylyuk, 2011: 48–49). Based on the analysis of scientists’ points of view, chronicles and numismatic finds on the territory of the Middle Dnipro, G. Kozubovsky concluded the permanent rebirth of life in Pereyaslav region in the 14. Century (Kozubovs’kyj, 2012b; Kozubovs’kyj, 2012a; Kozubovs’kyj, 2015; Veremejchyk, Kozubovs’kyj, 2016; Kozubovs’kyj, 2016).
Thus, scholars’ particular research interest to the history of Pereyaslav land created the basis for studying the “dark” ages of Pereyaslavl region. Different points of view and interpretation of a few sources cause a lot of questions in the history of the Pereyaslav region of the second half of the 13. – the middle of the 16. century. At the same time, new archaeological finds and written sources in combination can result in a more detailed study of the stated topic.

(translated by Larysa Zherebtsova)
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